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Mark Twain on Free Will



What is Free Will? It is a sweltering summer day. You trudge
past the ice cream parlor. Wow - 10 new flavors! Special of
the day! Frozen yogurt, too! You go inside and proclaim: "I'll
have double-fudge chocolate, please." Is picking chocolate
over the vast array of other flavors a "free will choice?" No. It
is simply the exercise of a preference.

"Free will" refers to the type of decision
that is uniquely human: a moral
choice.

Free will is the faculty that each person has to
determine one’s own behavior. The possibility that one
has, between two or more sufficient reasons for
wanting or acting, to choose one of them.

Allan Kardec asks the Spirits: Do humans act with free
will? The reply is: Since they have freedom of thought,
they have freedom of action. Without free will, human
beings would be machines.



Within this divine spark lies our potential to shape and change
the world. Proper use of free will beautifies and perfects.
Misuse of free will plunders and destroys.

It is a uniquely

human undertaking

to learn how to use
free will properly.
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A belief in free will is important for human strivings. People cherish 
their sense of control over the world and their own behavior. 
Recently published articles by Kathleen Vohs, PhD, and by Roy F. 
Baumeister, PhD using arguments based upon observation and 
experimentation, show the negative consequences (cheating, 
aggression) of informing participants that free will does not exist. 

http://www.csom.umn.edu/Page2075.aspx?type=faculty&eid=64569684
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As a spirit progresses its free will, so to speak, 

expands, i.e. the spirit takes responsibility for a wider 

range of choices. 



Free will is also exercised at the hour of
reincarnation. In choosing the family and the
environment, the spirit knows in advance what
trials await it, but the spirit comprehends
equally the necessity for these trials, in order to
develop its qualities, eliminate its defects, and
disintegrate its prejudices and vices.

In compulsory 

reincarnations 

the Spirit does 

not have 

conditions to 

participate in its 

reincarnation 

planning. 



Q258 – When they are in an 

errant state and before they 

assume a new physical

existence do spirits see what 

will happen in that new 

existence?

“They choose the type of trials 

that they will experience, and 

free will exists in this freedom 

of choice.”



Does fatalism control the events of life in the sense
commonly attached to this word? Is every event in our lives
predestined, and, if so, what becomes of free will?

Fatalism only exists based on the choice each spirit makes to undergo a
trial. By choosing that trial, you create a sort of destiny for yourself. It is
the natural consequence of the situation in which you have chosen to
place yourself. This is only with respect to physical trials, because in moral
trials and temptations, a spirit always maintains a freedom of choice
between good and iniquity and is always able to yield or resist.

The Spirits’ Book – Allan Kardec, question 851



The seeming fatalism, which is forever
placing obstructions in the path of our
endeavor, is in reality but the inevitable
outcome of our past errors.

Spirits are always capable of choosing their
own path and their choices will determine
what they will undergo through their present
life and future incarnations.

What we may consider a misfortune is
actually life’s events we must endure in order
to progress. We establish our own “fate”.

The power to make it better is in our own
hands. Sowing is free; harvesting is
compulsory.



God leaves to each spirit
the decision as to what
direction to take so that it
can earn the fruits of
everything it undertakes.

By making use of its free
will, the soul establishes its
own destiny and prepares
the way for its own future
sorrow or happiness.

Bad Choices
Good 

Choices



But never – be it in the full tide of progress, in the bitter
hour of trial or in the midst of a passionate struggle
against evil – will the help that descends from on high be
refused to the person.



If the soul will but remain true to itself, no matter 

how unworthy it may appear to be, then, as soon as 

it manifests an intention to regain the straight and 

blessed road, Providence will send assistance and 

support to it.



Why have some spirits followed the
path of goodness, while others the
path of evil? Don’t they have free will?

God does not create any bad spirits from the
start; they are created simple and ignorant, that
is, capable of both good and evil. Those who
are bad have become so through their own will.

The Spirits’ Book – Allan Kardec 



Good and evil are not genetically
predetermined; it is the exercise of
our own choices. Thus, we must
reject the popular notion that says,

“To err is human.”

On the contrary,

“To be free is human.”



LEVEL ONE: SELF-AWARENESS - Become aware of the choices you're
making. Life is a constant stream of decisions. Once you become
sensitive to the fact that you are constantly making choices, you
can then monitor them. That's using your free will actively, not
passively.

LEVEL TWO: BE YOUR OWN PERSON - Don't accept society's beliefs as
your own unless you've thought them through and agree with them.
Live for yourself, not for society. Check your assumptions and make
sure they are really yours and not someone else's.

LEVEL THREE: DISTINGUISH BETWEEN BODY AND SOUL - Within each of
us, a fierce battle is raging constantly. It's a battle between the
cravings of our body and the aspirations of our soul. Don't be
ambushed by your body. Identify whether it's your body or your soul
talking.

LEVEL FOUR: IDENTIFY WITH YOUR SOUL, NOT YOUR BODY - Achieve mastery
over your body by identifying with your soul. "The righteous talk to their bodily
desires, while evil people let their desires talk to them." The question is who's
running the show? Who will dictate what you're going to do? (The Talmud) The
only way to attain inner peace is to get the body to desire what the soul
wants.

LEVEL FIVE: MAKE YOUR WILL GOD'S WILL - The highest stage of free will is not when you
ask yourself, "What does my soul want?" It's when you ask yourself, "What does
God want?" When that is your prime interest, you will have achieved the highest
form of living. You are using your free will to merge with the most meaningful and
powerful force in the universe: the transcendental.
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“I may not agree with

what you say, but I will

defend to the death

your right to say it.”




